What Our Clients are Saying…
“Rolfe Carawan offered an approach to our 4 Regional Meetings this year that
provided insights and content we found extremely valuable. What was great
about Rolfe was his willingness and ability to shape his delivery to meet our
very specific needs and message. When you combine that with his passionate
and intriguing message, you get a winning formula. Our attendees really
connected with Rolfe..."
‐ Shawn McAteer, Senior Director
Hotel Performance Support, Embassy Suites
“…a huge success…Both presentations helped us to re‐examine our leadership
and life management capabilities…Your message was perfectly aligned with the
key message we intended to convey to our leadership team. Everyone was
impressed with your use of humor to capture the audience’s attention…a solid
message…”
‐ T.C. Holmes, Jr., CSINU Vice President
Lucent Technology
“…There was something for everyone. It amazed me how quiet 1000 people
could be...”
‐ Shirley Bledsoe, Events Director
Timberline Software
“Your presentation to my Sales Team moved the group both professionally and
personally. Your style of humor and insight combined in an instructional format
provided an unforgettable and inspirational moment... and invaluable insight
into [our] challenges. The “Call to Action” target was hit and we had fun doing
it. Our expectations were exceeded.”
‐ Michael Williams, Regional Vice‐President
GlaxoSmithKline
“[I] heard Mr. Carawan give the best presentation I have been lucky enough to
absorb… [he] had just enough personal humor to keep me on the edge so I
would not miss any of the message…”
‐ DeWayne Grafton, Plant Manager
Consolidated Nutrition
“I have participated in a number of seminars during my working life, but I
cannot recall one that delivered a better message which was perfectly aligned
with our organization’s current situation.”
‐ Paul F. Snare, Project Director
Weyerhaeuser Company
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And more…
“Wow! What can I say?! Our members were so enthralled and inspired by
what you had to say that they talked about you for the rest of the
conference…your books are receiving rave reviews…one of the best speakers
we have had in 23 years…”
‐ Christina Bridston, Programs Coordinator
WACO
“An infectiously enthusiastic speaker, you kept the audience pumped up for an
hour that seemed to race by. [All] praised your delivery style and the value of
your meaningful message as they seek way to deal with people and handle
change .... But clearly the most profound indication of the impression you
made was the standing ovation give by the 1,300 + audience members. In my
twenty plus years as PHMA’s Executive Director, I have witnessed only one
other similar expression of spontaneous appreciation – that was for General
Colin Powell.”
‐ Jon Moore, Executive Director, PHMA
“...a huge success! The perfect end to the day…”
‐ Karen Kubieko, Services Coordinator
Sales/Marketing
Chelsea Building Products, Inc.
“ In his masterful style, Rolfe addressed our Firefighters, Medics,
Administration and City Officials. His message and deliverance enthralled the
audience. His charisma is what initially captivates you. He exudes an incredible
amount of enthusiasm, yet his voice is gentle and engaging. When you listen to
Rolfe speak you lose track of time. He has a gifted ability to speak of the
dynamics of life with humor and realism. His message was truly contagious...”
‐ Merle Frank, Fire Chief
Puyallup Fire and Rescue
“Rolfe was really phenomenal.”
‐ Rose Holloman, Director of Training
Towne Bank
“Rolfe’s session on Generation X employees was one of the most revealing
sessions I have ever been a part of. I felt like he defined me without even
knowing who I was. My boss was in the session with me and we both came
away with a better understanding...”
‐ David Rich, Department Manager
Growmark
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And more…
“…’thought‐provoking’, ‘entertaining’, ‘dynamic’, and most of all, ‘relevant’ to
the daily challenges of the collage of generations interacting in our
workforce...all [attendees] provided off‐the‐scale, bottom‐line ratings.”
‐ Jane Waddell
Nat'l Leadership and Training Conference
US Postal Inspectors
“There are no words gracious enough to describe your wonderful presentation
or how you touched so many hearts with your gentle, compassionate, under‐
standing of what we have been going through here at Community Hospital.
It was obvious that you devoted much time and thought to our situation.”
‐ Maryellen Jacobson, Interim Director, CHIEF
“What a special evening we had with you last night! Though it was cold and
rainy outside, there was a warmth in the room as a result of your presentation,
as evidenced by the atypical lingering of the crowd as they talked with
you...You left me with some personal challenges I need to address in my own
life. I am sure others felt similarly.”
‐ Denise Tritz, President
St. Mary's Health Center Foundation
“Rolfe Carawan delivered a keynote to my company that left my employees
speechless, motivated an inspired. Rolfe’s ability to touch the hearts of others and
encourage and inspire them can only be recognized as a divine gift.”
‐ Gerry Rogers, Owner
Mr. Rogers Windows
“Your presentation was the highlight of the day…Our employees raved about
how much they enjoyed and appreciated your insightful comments. They were
amazed at your knowledge of the unique characteristics of our utility and how
you zeroed in on the many challenges we face. You provided thought‐
provoking insight that will help each of us in our corporate and private lives.”
‐ Bill Gordon, Vice‐President
Utility Services of Alaska, Inc.
“…after receiving rave reviews from a [previous meeting]…we had rather high
expectations …and you exceeded them all. Your masterful blend of
appropriate humor, information and insight delighted and inspired our
meeting…. We all walked out encouraged and energized…”
‐ Joseph Beaulieu, Executive
First Community Bank
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